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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The Problem 

Defects play essential roles in many materials, especially semiconductors. They 

affect or control nearly all of their optical, mechanical, and electrical properties.' While 

impurities are often introduced in semiconductors in order to engineer specific electric or 

optical properties, other impurities, whether unintentional or unavoidable, can render 

devices imoperable.̂  As the characteristic size of devices made from semiconductors get 

smaller and smaller, many issues associated with the chemistry and physics of defects 

must be understood in increasing detail. 

In order to gain this understanding, a combination of experimental tools 

(vibrational spectroscopy, capacitance measurements, photoluminescence, etc.) and fu-st-

principles theory are employed. This collaboration between experiment and theory is 

crucial in the identification of defects in that usually both are required in order to 

unambiguously identify a defect. If the concentration of a defect is high enough, one can 

observe its infra-red (IR) or Raman-active local vibrational modes (LVMs) (if they are 

above the phonon bands), measure its electrical activity (if it has levels in the gap), see its 

electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) signature (if it traps an odd e'), etc., then 

determine its symmetry with uniaxial stress and identify the elements involved with 

isotope substitutions. While a combination such experiments can sometimes allow one to 

deduce the stmcture of a defect, the more likely case is that the stmcture can ottiy be 
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narrowed down to a short list of possible candidates. This is where first-principles theory 

is ver> useful. These candidates can be individually tested, either the energetics or 

vibrational properties, and compared to existing experimental data in order to 

unambiguously identity the defect. 

Herein, wc focus our theoretical effort on copper defects in silicon. Copper is of 

special interest because of its increased use for interconnects on computer chips. It also 

easily contaminates bulk Si during processes such as chemomechanical polishing of 

wafers. It is one of the fastest-diffusing impurities in Si, and it tends to precipitate at or 

near \ acancy-like defects, stacking faults, grain boimdaries, oxygen precipitates, or out-

difhise to the surface of the sample.^'' Most copper complexes and precipitates are 

electrically and optically active, apparently impossible to passivate, and little microscopic 

information about their stmcture and chemistry is available. However, the substitutional-

interstitial pair, {Cu„Cui}, has been studied by deep-level transient spectioscopy (DLTS) 

and photoluminescence (PL). Additionally, several {Cus,Hn} complexes have been seen 

by DLTS." 

1.2 Overview of Theory 

Total energy calculations are a prerequisite to the study of the chemistry of copper 

in silicon. Systematic geometry optimizations without symmetry assumptions must be 

performed in order to predict the configurations, electronic stmctures, and energetics of 

copper, Cu-impurity or Cu-defect complexes. In order to obtain the total energy of these 

systems, we perform self-consistent first-principles molecular dynamics (MD) 



simulations using spin-averaged density functional (DF) theory within the local density 

approximation (LDA). The calculations arc done with the SIESTA code.'"'" The 

exchange-correlation potential is that of Ceperley-Adler'^ as parameterized by Perdew 

and Zunger.'̂  Norm-conserving pseudopotentials in the Kleinman-Bylander form''* are 

used to remove the core electrons fi'om the calculations. The Cu pseudopotential includes 

relativistic corrections. The valence electrons arc described by numerical linear 

combination of atomic orbitals (LCAOs) of the Sankey type,''" but generalized to be 

arbitrarily complete with the inclusion of multiple-zeta orbitals and polarization states.'^ 

The charge density is projected on a real space grid with equivalent cutoffs of lOORy to 

calcitiate the exchange-correlation and Hartree potentials. Such a large cutoff is needed to 

describe the localized d states of copper. Tests up to 250Ry confirm that this cutoff is 

sufficient. The host crystal is represented by periodic supercells of 64 or 128 host atoms. 

The k-point sampling ranges from the F point to a 2x2x2 Monkhorst-Pack mesh.'* 

1.3 Contributions 

The purpose of this section is to summarize what new contributions are presented 

in this work. Due to the inherent difficulties involved in the first-principles study of 

copper defects (highly localized d-orbitals), many of the results presented herein are 

indeed new. A number of stable copper related defects are identified as well as some 

theoretical advancement in the identification of pseudo-local vibrational modes (pLVMs). 

While there has been direct experimental evidence that substitutional copper binds 

one and two hydrogen interstitials," the present work is the first systematic theoretical 



study of the stmcture of such defects and their vibrational properties. Here, up to three 

hydrogen have been found to bind directly to substitutional copper (Cu«). The binding 

energy for each H is foimd to be nearly identical, implying that the H's have little or no 

covalent overlap v\ith each other and cause very little lattice strain. Additionally, the 

LVMs of each of the three complexes have been predicted with and without deuterium 

substimtion. 

Additional new work contains predictions regarding several previously unstudied 

defects. Cu/0 interactions were investigated and the results are consistent with diffusion 

data in FZ \ s. CZ silicon. Also, predictions about copper/self-interstitial interactions 

could explain why copper tends to precipitate near (but not at) oxygen clusters in Si. And 

finalh, the first theoretical study of copper pairs, well known from PL studies, is 

presented. 

In addition to stmctural identifications, theoretical advancement has been made 

toward the identification of experimentally observed "pseudo-local vibrational modes" 

(pLVMs). These are localized defect related modes which are below the f phonon. Such 

modes would be difficult to detect by Raman or FTIR but sometimes appiear as phonon 

sidebands (or 'replicas') on the low or high-energy side of the zero-phonon line (ZPL) in 

the PL spectra. Almost all known transitional metal PL centers show low-lying 

pLVMs,̂ " none of which have been identified. Herein, a method of quantifying the 

"localization" of a vibrational mode is presented for the first time. This method has been 

applied to the copper substitutional-interstitial pair, {Cus,Cui}, and the resuUs support the 

identification of {Cu«,Cuj} as responsible for the experimentally observed *Cuo phonon 



sideband. "• ^ This both lends credence to the method as well as reinforcing preliminary 

identifications'' of tiiis PL center. 



CHAPTER II 

METHODOLOGY 

2.1 General Comments 

The first question to be answered in the first-principles investigation of a defect is 

that of its stmcture. In order to answer this question, we systematically optimize the 

geometr> of all the a-priori possible geometries with the SIESTA code, at T=0. The 

electronic energies of these candidate stmctures are then compared in order to find the 

most stable stmcture. >̂ 'hen nearly degenerate stmctures are found, dynamic runs (T>0) 

are performed in order to eliminate metastable stmctures. 

The time scale associated with these dynamic runs are very short indeed. When 

hydrogen is in the system, a time step of .2 femtoseconds is used. A "long" nm is ~IO(X) 

time steps, so the entire dynamic run only corresponds to about a picosecond of real time. 

This of course has the disadvantage that it is very difficult to see anything that happens 

over longer periods of time, but the converse is also tme. If we see a tendency for 

something to occur in less than a picosecond, we can be fairly confident that it actually 

happens in real life. 

2.2 Density Fimctional Theory 

We know, of course, that if we could solve the SchrOdinger equation 

H'i' = E^ (2.1) 



for the ground-state of a crystal, we could, in principle, obtain from the solution all of its 

ground-state properties. However, this is a matter of hortcndous complexity, and is 

completely unfeasible for any reasonably sized system. Thankfully, this is not the only 

resort. Density functional theory (DFT) allows for the calculation of the ground state 

encrg> of a system without solving for the many electron wavefunction, 4'(r,.....r|^). 

This section provides a short theoretical review of DFT. upon which all of the energy 

calculations of SIESTA are based. 

In terms of the normalized ground-state wave function ^'(r^,...,rf^) of the N-

electron assembly, the electron density, n(r) is given explichly by 

«(r) = .vjT*(r, rjnr,,...,r^)d'r,...d\. (2.2) 

It was recognized by Thomas^' and independently by Fermî ^ that the groimd state energy 

in an inhomogeneous electron gas could be written in terms of the ground state density 

n(r). However, it was almost 40 years after Thomas' pioneering work that it was proved 

that, for a non-degenerate state, the energy E of an N-electron system was indeed a 

unique functional E[n] of the density n(r). This theorem, due to Hohenberg and Kohn^ ,̂ 

formally completed the Thomas-Fermi theory. 

The proof for a non-degenerate groimd state goes as follows. Consider N 

electrons moving under the influence of an external potential energy Vext(r) and their 

mutual Coulomb interaction. I shall denote the many electron groimd state wave function 

byH'. 



The first step in the proof is to demonstrate that, apart from an unimportant 

additive constant. Vext(r) is a unique functional of n(r). Let us assume first that another 

external potential. V'exi(r). with ground state wave function 4^'. leads to the same density 

n(r) as Vexi(r). Now. clearly, unless Vexi(r)- V'ext(r) = constant, T ?t T' because tiiey 

satisfy- different SchrOdinger equations. Hence, if we denote the Hamiltonians and 

corresponding ground state energies associated with 4̂  and 4 '̂ by H, H' and E. E', we 

have by the minimal property of the ground-state energy that 

E = Jr'/Z'r^r< ^'VH'^dt =\'V(H + r„-V^yVdr. (2.3) 

Thus, it follows tiiat. since < 4̂  | //1 4̂  >= £ , 

E'<E^\(V:,-V„,)n(r)d'r. (2.4) 

Using the same argument for E is equivalent to interchanging primed and 

unprimed quantities, and we then find 

E<E'+\(V^-V'^)n(r)d'r, (2.5) 

which involves the assumption that the same n(r) is generated by two different potentials. 

Adding (2.4) and (2.5) then yields 

E' + E<E + E', (2.6) 

which is inconsistent. Thus two different external potentials cannot generate, the same 

density, and therefore, within a constant, Vexi(r) is a unique functional of «(r). Since, in 

ttim Vext(r) determines the Hamiltonian H, it follows that the many electron ground state 

energy is a unique functional of «(r). 



Exploiting the fact that the energy is a unique functional of the electron density. 

Kohn and Sham̂ "* split up the energy functional into a single-particle kinetic energy T„ a 

Hartree potential energy, and an exchange and correlation energy Exc["|, which of course, 

incorporates correlation kinetic energy. The resulting Eulcr equation follows from the 

variational principle 

S[E-^N] = 0 (2.7) 

as an equation for the constant chemical potential p. paralleling the arguments of the 

Thomas-Fermi and Thomas-Fermi-Dirac theories: 

M = - ^ + Vnartre^ir) + " ^ ^ • (2-8) 

^ Sn(r) """"' Sn(r) 

Kohn and Sham̂ "* emphasized tiiat this is equivalent to solving a set of single-particle 

SchrOdinger equations 

[-^V^+F^[«;r]J4>,=^,4>, (2.9) 

\N here the potential energy Veff (r) is given by 

SE 
y^ir) = VHar,reeir) + VJn;T] = V„^„^Jr) + -^^ (2.10) 

together with 

«(r) = i |4 'J^ (2.11) 

/-I 

wliere the sum runs over the lowest N eigenvalues (that is, the occupied ones). It is 

important to note tiiat the 4'i's from (2.9) and (2.11) do not cortespond to the 



wavefunctions of actual electrons but of non-interacting particles. However, the ground 

state densit> of these effective particles matches the electronic one. 

While, of course, in any practical implementation of this procedure E must be 

approximated, there is no need to make approximation in the single-particle kinetic 

energy functional. The price to be paid is that we have to go back to solving single 

particle Schrtkiinger equations witii tiie above potential energy. V. It is then easy to show 

that the total energy is gi\ en by the following expression^*: 

^ = I^- 4 ii^^P^d^rdV- iyjn;r]n(r)d^r^EJn] (2.12) 
,.i ii •" | r - r I 

which is a \ er> convenient tool for practical computations. 

In principle, if the exact, £«[«] were used in these equations, the resulting self 

consistent density n(r) and energy, E, would be exact, including all many body effects. 

Of course, in real life one must content oneself with an approximation for Exc-

The simplest and very practical approximation for which has become a 

benchmark for all others is the local density approximation, LDA. In this approximation 

the non-uniform system is treated as a certain set of small boxes containing a uniform 

interacting electron gas. The total exchange correlation energy is the sum of the 

contributions of all boxes: 

E'fXr)] = jejn(r)]n(r)d'r (2.13) 

where ê c is the well known exchange-correlation energy per electron of a imiform 

electron gas of density n. The corresponding Vxc is, by (2.10), given by 
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(de \ 
K. -"(r) —^ +^, .Nr)] . (2.14) 

The LDA is. by definition, exact for a homogeneous system, and arbitrarily accurate for a 

system of sulTiciently slowly vanning density. 

2.3 Linear Response Theory 

In addition to MD simulations and ground state energy calculations, many phonon 

calculations were performed throughout the present research. These calculations were 

performed witii a DFT code based on Linear Response Theory (LRT), written by 

Pruneda. This code allows for the calculation of the eigenfrequencies and eigenvectors 

of all 3n normal modes (where n is the number of atoms) of the supercell via 

diagonalization of the dynamical matrix. The force constants, and subsequentiy the 

dNiiamical matrix, are calculated within the harmonic approximation without recourse to 

the physical displacement of any atoms. 

This is different from the common method, in which an atom is displaced from 

equilibrium by some small, and arbitrary, distance. Such treatments are not fully 

consistent in that the calculations of force constants imply the harmonic approximation, 

but the finite displacements of atoms involve anharmonic contributions to 5E. 

Furthermore, the resulting frequencies are dependant on how large such displacements 

are chosen to be, which explains why many authors predict much more accurately LVMs 

that have been measured than those yet unobserved. 
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The application of LRT to DFT within the present context enables one to obtain 

the dynamical matrix analytically from gradients of the density relative to atomic 

displacement. This is achieved by solving the first-order perturbation expansion of the 

Schrtkiinger equation.^' 

SHif/^^ + HSi^, = Se,\f/o, + e^,6if/,. (2.15) 

Expanding the ground state wave function, v̂ o./ < •" terms of tiie atomic orbitals centered 

on the p* ion yields 

^a^X^) = YS^a<:,,<P^r-R,) + c,^d„(p^(T-'R^)\. (2.16) 

The change in the coefficients, d^c,^, are obtained from (2.15) thereby allowing for the 

computation of d^i^ and hence the change in the electronic density, 

5„p(r) = £[5„<^>,+<^;a,<^J. (2.17) 
/•I 

This allows for the computation of the dynamical matrix, by an explicit derivation of the 

forces on all tiie atoms in the system due to an infinitesimal displacement of one of 

tiiem**: 

( A / „ A / , ) ' ^ ^ D , , = ^ : ^ = a„F,. (2.18) 

2.4 PLVMs 

As mentioned in tiie introduction, in order to identify pLVMs we have quantified 

the "degree of localization" of a normal mode about a defect. The idea is to find a relative 
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measure of how much the defect moves as opposed to the rest of the atoms in the 

supercell. From LRT. we have all of the eigenvectors of the dynamical matrix. These 

eigenvectors gi\e tiie relative displacement from equilibrium of each atom in the 

supercell. The displacement of the atoms constituting the defect can then be compared to 

the rest of the atoms in the supercell. yielding 

degree of localization = y-onuofdrf... ^ ^ ^2.19) 

'••lomiinnipcrcell 

where V, corresponds to the maximum displacement of the i"' atom in the supercell. 

For modes far above tiie gamma phonon of tiie crystal (LVMs), nearly all of the 

atomic motion is that of the defect (the siurounding Si are almost entirely stationary). In 

such cases this quantity is clearly very close to 1 (its maximum value). 

2.5 SIESTA 

While in the previous two sections I have addressed the theoretical foundations of 

DFT and LRT, here we will discuss the more practical matters numerical computation. 

All of the MD simulations and energy calculations herein have been performed with the 

the SIESTA code. SIESTA is by no means the only DFT code available for scientific use. 

but it has beneficial qualities specifically well-suited to the study of copper related 

defects in Si. 

As mentioned previously, there has been very little first-principles work on 

copper defects in Si. The main reason for tius is the difficulty of the basis fimctions to 

properly resemble the d-orbitals critical to the chemistiy of copper in Si. Many other 
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codes use plane wave basis sets, while advantageous in that they are easily tested for 

conNergcnce. tiic great number of plane waves required to adequately represent the highly 

localized d-orbitals of copper make the study of copper defects in reasonable sized 

supercells computationally prohibitive. Instead of plane waves. SIESTA makes use of a 

LCAO scheme. 

Within SIEST.A. the \ alence electrons are described by numerical linear 

combination of atomic orbitals (LCAOs) of tiie Sankey type.'*'* but generalized to be 

arbitrarily complete with the inclusion of multiple-zeta orbitals and polarization states. 

The n zeta orbital is given by the product of a numerical radial function which is strictly 

zero be>ond some cutoff radius, re, and the corresponding spherical harmotuc. Here, the 

number of zeta orbitals correspond to the number of orbitals in the basis of the same 

angular momentum state but different radial cutoffs. These higher-zeta orbitals are 

constmcted by a split-valence method where the continuity and smoothly varying nature 

of the function is enforced at the "split radius."^^ 

N l̂tile using pseudopotentials are not strictly necessary for DFT based self-

consistent MD simulations, they greatly reduce the amount of computation required, 

thereby allowing for calculations in much larger supercells. This becomes almost 

mandatory in the study of defects where it is necessary to use rather large supercells to 

avoid defect self-interaction due to the periodic boundary conditions. The 

pseudopotentials employed here are norm-conserving pseudopotentials in the Kleinman-

Bylander form.'* Note that our Cu pseudopotential includes relativistic cortections. 
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CHAPTER III 

RESULTS 

3.1 Interstitial and Substitutional Copper 

Substitutional copper (Cu,). see Figure 3.1. forms whenever interstitial copper 

(Cu,) encounters a pre-existing \ acancy. The reaction Cw, + L - • Cw, releases 2.5 eV at 

tiie Hartree-Fock lev el*" and 2.8eV witii SIESTA."" Hartree-Fock (HF) and DF 

calculations find that Cu, is on-center, four-fold coordinated, and that virtually no lattice 

distortion occurs because the Cu-Cu, Cu-Si. and Si-Si bond lengths are within 0.1 A or so 

of each other. The on-site location of Cu and its calculated binding energy are consistent 

with a (high-temperature) copi>er-related center observed by channeling.̂ " HF and DF 

calcitiations predict that Cu in Si populates its Asp shell at the expense of the "id shell. 

>\'hile the exact number of electrons promoted varies with the level of theory, both HF 

and DF tiieor> predict tiiat even Cu* in Si is not 3d'° but 3d'°"'4(5p)\ with x ^ 1. hi the 

case of Cu, some 3</ electrons do participate in the bonding. The four Cu-Si bonds are 

weak but covalent. Since virtually no lattice strain occurs around Cus, we estimate that 

the bond strength of each of the four Cu-Si bonds is of the order of 2.8 eV/4=0.7 eV. 
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1 igua' vl : Substitutional imd Interstitial Cu in Si 

3.2 Copper Pairs 

The defect labeled "Cuo" (Figure 3.2, left), first reported over thirty years ago,^''^^ 

is a trigonal center which contains two copper atoms, ft has been identified as the 

substimtional interstitial pair" {Cus.Cu,}. The ZPL is at 1014 meV and its deep-level 

transient spectroscop> (DLTS) level̂ '* at E + 0.100 eV. Very weak additional phonon 

replicas at 16.4 and 25.1 meV (132 and 202 cm' , respectively) have also been reported^^ 

in this PL spectrum. Isolated bond-centered (BC) copper has been proposed^^ for it, but 

our calculations show that the BC configuration is not stable. If Cu is placed at a relaxed 

BC site, conjugate gradient calculations drive it out of the BC site to the tetrahedral 

interstitial (T) site, and the perturbed Si-Si bond is fully restored. There is simply not 

enough space in Si for CUBC- The only configuration of Cuj or Cuĵ  in Si is at the T site. 

The defect labeled *Cuo (Figure 3.2, right) has a ZPL at 944 meV. It is seen in 

samples with low copper concentrations, in samples armealed at high temperatures, ' 

and in dislocated samples. Uniaxial stress and Zeeman splitting studies suggest T-to-A 
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transitions in Td s>Tnmetiy. The authors tentatively proposed̂ ** that *Cuo is isolated Cuj* 

at tiie T site. However, tiiese uniaxial stress studies have yet to be repeated at higher 

stress values. The 944 meV band appears to be associated with a DLTS level at 

E,-K).185eV.--

«n 

f« 
f 

t 

1"" 

1 

-

.!_ 

k.J' 
.=«.• 5^ ' 

•Cu.' 

•Cu 

'i ^f^y*'^ \^'ff^' 'V^IA/"***«'''>^>'<^»W*, 
U ' ft47 mV 

« « • l £ » i.-<c 'HC i;)0 IMC 'l^J IVI J'u i»Ki ij>i i j« . ••!,; xjj 

Figure 3.2: PL spectras of the Cuo and *Cuo centers 

Three Cu pairs in Si have been calculated.*" The {Cus,Cui} pair, see Figure 3.3 

(left), has Cu, at a virtually undistorted substitutional site and Cuj just off the T site, 

slightly displaced toward Cu,. The Cu-Cu bond length, 2.273A, is within ~ 0.1 A of the 

Si-Si one. The binding energy (calculated with a 2x2x2 Monkhorst-Pack mesh*') is 

I.16eV. close to the measured*^ 1.02 ± 0.07 eV. A second copper pair results from the 

ttapping of a (pre-existing) vacancy: {Cu,,Cu,}+V -> {Cu,,Cu,}+2.26eV. The two 

coppers are at adjacent substitutional sites with virtually no local distortion, Figure 3.3 

(right). The Cu-Cu separation is 2.283 A, Note that the reaction Cû  -t-V ̂  Cu, ,where V 

is a pre existing vacancy, releases 2.78 eV. The third copper pair is 0.22 eV higher than 

{Cus,Cus} and has orthorhombic symmetry, with the copper atoms at second-nearest 

substitutional sites. This tiiird pair is not very distinct from two isolated Cus impurities. 
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Room-temperature Ml) simulations ol [Cu., Cu.j with V at various locations in the same 

coll often produce jCu,. C\K! and .sometimes {Cu,. Si. Cu,}. 

Figure .v3: The substitutional-interstitial and substitutional-substitutional copper pair 

The dynamical mattix of {Cus, Cu,} has been obtained in the 64 atom cell, and 

tiiose of ! Cu,.Cu5; and of tiie perfect cell were calculated in the 64- and 128-cells to 

establish size effects. Comparisons of the modes in the two cells show that the key 

features are \ er> similar, although better defined in the larger cell. 

There are four pLVMs associated with each pair. In the 64-cell, the lowest-lying 

pLVM is at 73 cm'' for {Cus,Cu,} and at 76 cm"' for {Cus,Cus}. In this mode, the two Cu 

atoms move along the trigonal axis together. This motion preserves the Cu-Cu bond 

length. There are two, two-fold degenerate, E modes at 108 cm'' for {Cus.Cuj} and 

104cm'' for | Cu„Cus|. The Cu atoms move perpendicular to each other in the {111} 

plane. The highest-frequency pLVM has the two coppers moving against each other 

along the trigonal axis. This mode is at 282 cm"' for {Cus,Cui} and at 251 cm"' for 
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;Cu..Cu,L As for {Cu,.Cu,} in the 128-atoni cell, these modes are at 68, 104. and 263 

cm"', respectivel) 

The lowest pL AM in both pairs is close to the observed phonon replicas, while 

the other modes have much higher frequencies. A measure of the localization of pLVMs 

can be extracted from the (normalized) eigenvectors of the dynamical matrix. ITiey give 

the relative direction and magnitude of the displacement of all the atoms in the cell for 

each vibrational mode. For a pLVM. the displacements are limited to a small number of 

atoms. Figure 3 4 shows the total amplitude associated with the two Cu atoms in 

{Cuj.Cu,} in the 64- and 128-cells as a function of the frequency. An amplimde of 1.0 

would imply that the two Cu atoms move but no Si atoms do. An amplitude of 0.0 would 

mean that the two Cu remain immobile and only Si atoms move. 
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Figure 3.4: Localization of modes associated with the {Cus.Cu,} pair in the 64 and 128 
atom cells. 

Figure 3.4 shows that the localization varies somewhat with cell size. We expect 

tiiat it would vary as well if anharmonic contributions could be included. However, the 

four pLVMs described above cleariy exhibit a high degree of localization. For the 68 
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cm" mode in tiie 128- cell, over 70% of the displacements of all the atoms involves the 

two copper atoms. This finction is over 50% for the 263 cm' mode and about 30% for 

tiie wag modes. A comparison of the 64- and 128-cells shows that the localization is more 

stt-ongly defined in the larger cell, even though it includes more phonons. In the case of 

{Cu,Cu,} in tiie 64-cell. tiie corresponding fractions are about 50%, 30%, and 30%. On 

tiie otiier hand, the ortiiorhombic {Cu,.Si.Cu,} pair (in the 64-cell) has no Cu-related 

mode with more than 20% localization. Thus, some Cu-related modes are highly 

localized and others are not. As mentioned above, there are no phonons below 80 cm' in 

our cells. This could artificially enhance the localization. However, as shown by the 

mode near 260 cm', nearby phonons do not necessarily inhibh localization. 

For a local mode to couple to the electronic transition, the direct product of the 

irreducible representations of the mode, the electronic ground and excited states with that 

of the dipole operator must contain the fiilly symmetric representation of the point 

group* .̂ Typically, this restricts the symmetry of the local mode to the fully symmetric 

representation unless one (or both) of the electronic states is orbitally degenerate. 

The {Cu„Cui} pair has Cjv symmetry, and the 73 cm'' mode transforms as Ai. It 

is therefore a strong candidate to couple to the electronic transition. The degenerate E 

(wag) modes at 108 cm' do not necessarily couple. The mode at 282 cm"' is Ai and 

should show up in the PL band. However, it is close to the weak and broad fourth phonon 

replica of tiie 73 cm' mode. The PL band. Figure 3.2 (left), has been experimentally 

identified as the {Cu„Cuj} pair. Our calculated symmetiy and binding energy agree with 

experiment, and we find one mode with the appropriate symmetiy and frequency, 
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consistent witii tiie phonon replicas. Thus, all tiie key features of this complex are 

reproduced. 

The {Cu„Cu,} pair has D,d symmetry and the 76 cm' (68 cm' in the 128—cell) 

is an .A;u mode, odd with respect to the inversion symmetry. According to the selection 

mle. only inversionally even modes can couple to tiie PL. The wag modes at 104 cm' (in 

botii cells) are also excluded. The Ai, mode at 251 cm"' (263 cm' in the 128-cell) could 

couple, but it is too high to generate tiie observed replicas. Thus. {Cu„Cu,} is unlikely to 

be tiie 'Cuo center. This pair is also inconsistent witii the reported Td symmetry,̂ ' even 

though experiments with higher stress values are needed to confirm these data. 

3.3 Copper-Hydrogen Complexes 

We performed a number of constant-temperature MD simulations at T=I,OOOK in 

cells containing copper as well as one, two, three, or four H interstftials to investigate if 

and how H traps at or near Cu,. Such an elevated temperature was chosen in order to 

probe the potential surface quickly (within a few thousand time steps). In all cases, H 

moves directly toward Cu, without disturbing Si-Si or Cu-Si bonds: H binds to Cu, along 

directions that are away from Cu-Si bonds. In these simulations, the H's have too much 

kinetic energy to remain bound to Cu,. They 'bounce off of it, but keep on coming back 

in the same manner. 

Geometry optimizations were done (conjugate gradients) to find all the local 

minima of the potential surface for one to four H interstitials at/near Cus. This includes 

bond-centered (BC) configurations (Cu,..H..Si or Cu, — Si..H..Si), the anti-bonding (AB) 
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site of a Si bound to Cu (Cu,..Si - HAH), and 11 bound directly to Cu, with a range of 

Cu-H directions. W hen more than one H was involved, all the combinations of such 

stmctures were tested. 

Ihe lowest-energy configurations were found to have Cu-11 bonds with no Si-H 

overlap. Thus. {Cus.ll,}, {Cu^.H,}. and {Cu.,11,} have copper as five-, six-, and seven

fold cixirdinated. respectively, as shown in Figure 3.5. The {Cu„H4} complex will be 

discussed below. 

Figure 3.5: Lowest energy sttoicnires for {Cus,H},{Cus,H2}, and {Cus,H3} 

However, metastable configurations (local minima of the potential energy) do 

exist at T=OK. We used a 'heat treatment' to check their stability. Starting in the 

optimized metastable configuration, we raised the temperature of the cell to a few 

hundred degrees (typically 500-l,000K), allowed the system to evolve for about 1,000 

time steps, then quenched rapidly to see if the configuration had changed. In all cases, we 

found that a single configuration survives, the one discussed above. In particular, the 

configurations that have H at the AB site of a Si adjacent to Cu (Cus..Si — HAB) are 

unstable and do not survive the heat treatment. 
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Note tiiat in almost all H-impurity complexes in Si,** hydrogen is bound to (or 

predominantly to) a host Si atom adjacent to the impurity, sometimes in a BC con 

figuration, sometimes at an AB site. It is unusual for H to bind directly to the impurity in 

a manner tiiat does not involve any Si participation. This is made possible by the ability 

of TMs to have many more coordination numbers than elements with no d valence 

orbitals. .\s mentioned above. Cu, uses some of its 3d elections to form four Cu-Si bonds, 

and once tiie 3d shell is open, unusual hybridizations become possible. 

The binding energies AE„ (n = 1 4) of tiie {Cu„Hn} complexes were 

calculated relative to isolated neutral BC hydrogen 

{Cu.,H„.,}+H^-^{Cu.,H„}+AE„. 

The values obtained with a 2x 2 X 2 Monkhorst-Pack mesh are larger than the ones we 

reported earlier with only k = 0.̂ * For n=l, 2. and 3, the binding energies are almost 

identical, 2.3eV. These three binding energies are so similar because Cu, induces no 

strain around it and H binds to Cu, in a way that causes no strain either. As a result, the 

binding energy of H comes oitiy from the formation of a covalent Cu-H bond. 

Forming a Si-H bond at the antibonding site of a Si next to Cu would involve 

breaking one of the Cu-Si bonds (--0.7eV) and displacing a Si atom to the plane of its 

nearest neighbors at some additional cost in energy. Thus, for the Cus..Si—HAB 

configuration to be come energetically favorable, its binding energy would have to 

exceed 2.3-K).7=3.0eV. Since H at the AB site of Si forms rather weak bonds, tiiis 

configuration is simply not competitive (at least in the case of copper). 
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The case of {Cu„H4) is different. At T=OK. conjugate gradient calculations show 

tiiat tills complex does form with all four H's bound to Cu,. Thus, copper becomes 8-fold 

coordinated, to four Si atoms and four H interstitials. However, the binding energy AE4 is 

only 0.6eV and this complex is unstable. We performed several constant-temperature MD 

runs at various temperatmes (room T to 1,000K). The runs invariably result in a break-up 

of {Cu,.R|}. In some runs, the Cu-H wag modes bring pairs of H's close to each other, 

which allows the H's to overlap, and {Cu„H4} dissociates into Cu, and two nearby 

interstitial Hj molecules.*' But in other runs, the complex breaks up into {Cus.Hs} and a 

nearby HBC or other possible combinations. These constant temperature MD mns are 

limited to just a few ps real time, and this appears to be far too short to reach equilibrium. 

However, all these runs confirm that {Cu,, H4} is unstable. This instability is further 

illustrated by a comparison of the {Cu„Hn} complexes with Cuj and a partially or fully 

samrated vacancy: Cu ,+ {V,H„} is less stable than {Cu„Hn} by 2.38eV (n=I), 1.54eV 

(n=2), 1.31eV (n=3), and 0.15eV (n=4). The latter energy is very small indeed. 

The vibrational spectra of the {Cu„Hn}, H complexes (n=l,2,3) witii D 

substitutions were obtained from linear response theory.** The calculated frequencies are 

given in Table 3.1. If a sample with sufficient bulk concentration of Cu can be found and 

hydrogenated, {Cu„Hn} would be a good candidate for multiple-internal reflection FTIR. 
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Table 3.1: LVMs of {Cu„H„} with 1.2.and 3 deuterium substitutions 

\Substitution 

Defect ^ \ 

CU.H 

Cu.H: 

Cujlj 

NoD 

Q21 

B, 

A, 

£1 
A' 

A" 

A" 

A" 

c, 
A' 

A" 

A' 

A' 

A" 

A' 

803 

1904 

705 

949 

1721 

1825 

787 

980 

1104 

1658 

1767 

1804 

OneD 

592 

1356 

c, 
579 

871 

1227 

1824 

c, 
744 

793 

1048 

1273 

1659 

1785 

C:v 

c, 
588 

851 

1300 

1720 

c, 
607 

975 

1082 

1200 

1767 

1800 

TwoD 

545 

686 

1225 

1299 

c, 
593 

752 

1035 

1187 

1273 

1783 

's 

c, 

Cs 

739 

724 

836 

1659 

1257 

1282 

Three 

D's 

C, 

578 

718 

799 

1180 

1257 

1282 

3.4 Cu-0 Interactions 

We also studied the interactions between interstitial copper and eitiier interstitial 

oxygen (Oj) or tiie {O, V} complex (A-center*'). The fonner is a bond-centered 

interstitial witii Djd symmetiy and the latter is off-center in the vacancy, bound to two Si 

atoms, and has Civ symmetry. The other two Si dangling bonds in the vacancy 
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reconstt^ct tiie best tiiey can. The A center is known to react with a number of impurities, 

in particular hydrogen.** 

Cu, is attracted to Oj because oxygen locally distorts the crystal which results in 

an interstitial void near Oi larger tiian away from it. In tiie lowest-energy configuration, 

tiie O-Cu distance is 2.0A. The calculated binding energy (energy of Cu* and Oj near 

each otiier vs infinitely far apart) is 0.3 leV. This energy is quite close to the one 

measured from transient-ion-drift experiments,0.20 ± 0.05eV.*' It is also very similar to 

the measured 0.26eV binding energy of an interstitial H2 molecule trapped near Oj. In 

both cases there is no covalent overlap between Oi and interstitial Cu"̂  (or H2). None is 

expected since O, is happily two-fold coordinated and Si-0 is one of the strongest 

chemical bonds in nature: Oxygen has no incentives to weaken (or break) a Si-0 bond to 

form a much less energetic Cu-0 bond (or overlap with an H2 molecule). In diatomic 

molecules, tiie bond strengths of Cu-0 and Si-0 are 2.7 and S.OeV, respectively.*° 

A notable feature is tiiat the geometiy of oxygen changes when Cuj* (or H2) is 

nearby, and this affects its vibrational spectrum. In the isolated Oi defect, the Si-O-Si 

bond angle is 180° and the calculated LVMs of Oi are the A2u mode at 1133cm'' 

(measured*': 1136 cm'') and the Aig mode at 608 cm'' (measured* :̂ 618cm''). When H2 

traps near Oi, we find that tiie Si-O-Si bond puckers to 149° and the LVM drops to 1043 

cm'' (experimentally," 1075cm''). And when Cui* is nearby, Oi puckers even more, with 

tiie Si-O-Si angle at 138° (O points toward Cu), and the stretch mode of O parallel to the 

ttigonal axis drops to 886 cm''. A second LVM at 591 cm'' has Oi vibrating along the O-

Cu direction. These modes could be the signaUire of the {Cui,Oi}* complex. However, 
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low 
since the bindmg cnerg> ,s lou. these modes should be observed only at Ic 

tempemtures ;md if enough Cu can be dilVuscd into a C/,-Si sample, figure 3.6 (k-ft) 

shows the complex. 

figure 3 (V Interstitial ox>gcn and copper 

Cu, interacts more energetically with the A center than with Oj. We performed 

several MD runs at room temperature and 500K to see how Cuj, placed near the A center, 

reacts witii it. The result of these simulations is that copper easily displaces O from the 

\acancy and becomes Cu, while O bridges an adjacent Si-Si bond. We label this the 

{Cus.OiI complex. The lowest-energy configuration does not occur when the two 

impurities \er> far apart but when they remain close to each other: the energy difference 

between {Cu .̂O,} and Cu, infinitely far apart from O, is 0.44eV. The reaction 

Cu,^-Acenter-^ {Cu^,0,} releases 1.69eV. 

The {Cu5,0,} complex is shown in Figure 3.6 (right). The Si-O-Si bond angle is 

153° and the calculated asymmetric stretch along the trigonal axis is 1008 cm''. A second 

LVM at 588 cm"' has O moving perpendicular to the trigonal axis and its two Si 

neighbors along this axis. 
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3.5 Cu-1 Complexes 

Since Cu, ejects O from the {(),V} complex in order to become Cu,, we wondered 

what would happen if Cu, were placed near a Si sclt-interstilial, 1. In its lowest-energy 

configuration. 1 is a split-^ 110 • interstitially. but the center of the split is shifted by 

O.St)A in the ^ 001 > direction.'* Ibis configuration leaves the perfect substitutional site 

quite open, see Figure 3.7 (left). We tested tiie possibility that Cu, might jump into it. In 

other words, is the reaction Cu,+I -> Cu^+l^ energetically favorable? The constant-T 

MD runs show that this is not fiilly realized. In the lowest-energy configuration, see 

Figure 3.7 (right), copper is 1.2.4 away from the substitutional site while two (equivalent) 

Si atoms are 1.6.\ awa> from it. The complex has C, symmetry and consists of an 

isosceles triangle in the {111 j plane, the center of which is 0.44A from the substimtional 

site. The energy of this complex is 1.38eV lower than that of a self-interstitial infinitely 

far apart from interstitial copper. 

Figure 3.7 The self-interstitial with and without copper 
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CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSIONS 

The most abundant configuration of copper in Si is Cui*. which can be intioduced 

into the bulk in rather large concentrations at high temperatures (~-10'* cm'̂  at 1,000°C). 

Upon cooling, it tends to precipitate or out-diffiise to the surface. Some of it remains as 

Cu,. The present smdy deals with the interactions between copper and H, O, and the self-

interstitial at low temperatures. Our first-principles MD simulations confirm the 

conclusions of earlier ab-initio HF results, that copper in Si is a chemically active species 

with a surprising variety of covalent interactions. 

Substitutional copper in Si forms only when vacancies are provided because the 

reaction Cw, -t-1' - • Cu, releases -2.8eV. which is much less than the formation energy of 

tiie \ acancy (--4cV)." However, when it forms, Cu, is on-site and four-fold coordinated 

and its 3d electrons participate in the bonding. Each of the four Cu-Si bonds has a 

stt^ngtii of ~0.7eV. These are weak but covalent bonds. 

Interstitial H is attracted to Cu, and several {Cu„Hn} complexes fonn, witii n=l, 

2. and 3. The reactions {Cu„H„.,} + H^. ^{Cu„H„} occuratagainof 2.3eVforn=l, 

2, or 3. These complexes differ from other impurity-hydrogen complexes in Si in a 

variety of ways. First, hydrogen binds directly to the TM, not to a Si atom near ft. There 

is no H-Si overlap. Second, the binding energies (relative to isolated Hsc) are almost the 

same for {Cu.,H„} witii n=l, 2, and 3. The reasons for this are that Cu, does not distort 
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tiie surrounding host cr> stal. and tiierefore H does not relieve strain: Its binding energy 

comes exclusively fix)m tiie formation of Cu-H bonds. The {Cu„H4} complex is unstable 

and MD runs show that it can dissociate in several ways. Interestingly, one of the 

possibilities is tiie dissociation into Cu, and two nearby interstitial H2 molecules. Thus, if 

enough H is present. Cu, could become a machine tiiat fabricates H2. All the H- (and D-) 

related L\'MS of {Cu,. H„} (witii n=l. 2. and 3) are predicted. These results show that, 

even if some {TM. H} have H at tiie AB site of a Si atom adjacent to the TM (as 

predicted' ' ). this configuration is not universal. 

Interstitial copper is attracted to Oi because of the slightly larger free volume 

a\ ailable around the T site near O than far away from it. The small binding energy 

(0.3e\') is close to tiie measured'* one and to that of H2 near Oi. There is no Cu-0 

covalent overlap. However, when Cu is near O, the Si-O-Si bond puckers with O pointing 

toward Cu, and the O asymmetiic stretch drops from 1133 to 886cm'' (calculated). This 

should be observable at low temperatures. 

Interstitial copper reacts with tiie A center ({0, V} complex) by 'stealing' the 

vacancy and forcing O into an interstitial configuration. The reaction Cui + (O, V} -> 

{Cu„Oi} releases 1.7eV. The {Cu„Oi} complex consists of substittitional copper and 

interstitial O bridging (puckered bond) an adjacent Si-Si bond. The asymmetric stietch of 

this O is at 1008cm''. 

Because of tiie sti-ong affinity of interstitial copper to vacancies, we investigated 

tiie interactions between Cui and a self-interstitial to see if the reaction Cui +1 -> {Cus,l2} 
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would occur. This complex is only imperfectly realized, with Cu still 1.2A— away from 

the perfect substitutional site. The binding energy is 1.4eV. 

Thus, tiie most energetic reactions we find are Cu, + V -> Cu, + 2.SeV (V is a pre

existing vacancy), tiien {Cu..//,.,} + H^ -*• {Cu,,HJ + 2.3el' (with n=l. 2. or 3), 

Cu, -^{OJ} -¥{Cu,.0,} + \.7ey .andCu, + I gives a {Cu,.l2} complex at a gain of 

1.4eV. Finally. Cu,* is weakly attracted to Oi (0.3eV). and the {Cu„H4} complex is 

unstable. 
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